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Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) allow us to model the failure relationships of 
complex systems and their sub-components and are extensively used for system 
reliability, availability and maintainability analyses. Traditionally, these RBD-based 
analyses are done using paper-and-pencil proofs or computer simulations, which 
cannot ascertain absolute correctness due to their inaccuracy limitations. As a 
complementary approach, we propose to use the higher-order logic theorem prover 
HOL to conduct RBD-based analysis. For this purpose, we present a higher-
order logic formalization of commonly used RBD configurations, such as series, 
parallel, parallel-series and series-parallel, and the formal verification of their 
equivalent mathematical expressions. A distinguishing feature of the proposed RBD 
formalization is the ability to model nested RBD configurations, which are RBDs 
having blocks that also represent RBD configurations. This generality allows us 
to formally analyze the reliability of many real-world systems. For illustration 
purposes, we formally analyze the reliability of a generic Virtual Data Center 
(VDC) in a cloud computing infrastructure exhibiting the nested series-parallel 
RBD configuration.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) [6] are used to assess various failure-related characteristics, such as 
reliability [18], availability [13] and maintainability [7], of a wide range of engineering systems. An RBD 
is primarily a graphical structure that consists of blocks and connectors (lines) representing the functional 
behavior of the system components and their interconnectivity with each other, respectively. For example, 
while assessing the reliability of a computational software, the blocks may represent the computational 
elements, with some given failure rate, and the connectors between them may be used to describe various 
alternative paths required for a successful computation using the given software [1]. Now, based on this 
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RBD, the failure characteristics of the overall system can be judged based on the failure rates of individual 
components, whereas the overall system failure happens if all paths for successful execution fail. The RBD 
analysis enables us to evaluate the impact of component failures on the overall system reliability and thus 
is widely used for assessing the trade-offs of various possible system configurations, such as series, parallel 
or a combination of both, at the system design stage.

Traditionally, RBD-based analysis is carried out using paper-and-pencil proof methods and computer 
simulations. The first step in the paper-and-pencil proof methods is to express the reliability of each com-
ponent of the system in terms of its failure rate λ and a random variable, like exponential [31] or Weibull 
[16], which models the failure time. This information, along with the RBD of the system, is then used to 
analytically derive mathematical expressions for the system-level failure characteristics. Due to the involve-
ment of manual manipulation and simplification, this kind of analysis is prone to human errors and the 
problem becomes more sever when analyzing large systems. Moreover, it is possible, and in fact a common 
occurrence, that many key assumptions required for the analytical proofs are in the mind of the specialist 
assisting the system engineers in the analysis of the system and they are hence not documented. These 
missing assumptions are thus not communicated to the design engineers and are ignored in system imple-
mentations, which may also lead to unreliable designs. On the other hand, computer simulators, such as 
ReliaSoft [24] and ASENT reliability analysis tool [4], have been extensively used for the RBD analysis of the 
various real-world systems. However, they cannot ensure absolute correctness as well due to the involvement 
of pseudo-random numbers and numerical methods.

To overcome the above-mentioned inaccuracy problems, formal methods have also been proposed for the 
RBD-based analysis using both state-based [21,25] and theorem proving techniques [3]. However, state-based 
approaches can neither be used to reason about continuous elements and nor for verifying generic reliability 
expressions. These limitations can be overcome by using theorem proving, given the high expressiveness 
of higher-order logic and inherent soundness of the provers, and thus generic mathematical expressions 
involving continuous elements can be verified.

In [3], we presented a formalization of the series RBD using the HOL4 theorem prover [27]. This formal-
ization was then successfully used to verify the reliability of an oil and gas pipeline [3]. However, most of the 
RBDs for real-world systems involve a combination of series and parallel configurations. Moreover, another 
limitation of the series RBD formalization of [3] is that the series RBD function takes a single-dimension 
list of random variables as an argument, where each element of this list models a single component of the 
structure. This fact limits the usage of this function to model the case when the system as well as its com-
ponents are also modeled by the RBD configurations, or in other words, this formalization does not cater 
for nested RBD configurations. The ability to handle such nested RBD configurations requires assigning the 
random variables to each block or sub-stage of the system-level RBD.

To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, we propose a deep embedding approach to formalize the 
commonly used RBD configurations, such as series, parallel, parallel-series and series-parallel. In particular, 
we introduce a recursive datatype rbd to formalize RBD configurations consisting of type constructors, 
such as series, parallel and atomic. Then, a semantic function over the rbd datatype is defined with 
the ability to decode the RBD configuration encoded by these type-constructors to yield the corresponding 
reliability event, which corresponds to the scenario when the given system or component does not fail before 
a certain time. This proposed formalization approach is compositional in nature and can be easily extended 
to cater for any combination of series and parallel RBD configurations. Also, it allows us to verify the 
generic reliability expressions for RBDs on any reliability event list of arbitrary length and thus overcomes 
the above-mentioned limitations of series RBD formalization [3]. To elaborate the compositional ability of 
the proposed RBD formalization, we also present a higher-order logic formalization of a nested series-parallel 
RBD, which is a series-parallel RBD having each block itself modeled by a series-parallel RBD configuration.

To illustrate the practical effectiveness of our work, we utilize our proposed RBD formalization to con-
duct the formal reliability analysis of a generic Virtual Data Center (VDC) system in a cloud computing 
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infrastructure [30]. A VDC can be viewed as series connection of network modules, where clusters, which 
in turn contain a bunch of physical (or cloud) servers that are connected in parallel [29]. In order to make 
an efficient use of hardware resources, hardware virtualization [29] is utilized within each cloud server. This 
virtualization configuration ascertains the reliability of a cloud server and can be modeled as a series-parallel 
RBD [23]. Therefore, the reliability of the complete VDC can be analyzed by utilizing the nested series-
parallel RBD configuration, where the outer RBD models the connection of clusters, and the inner RBD 
corresponds to the virtualization configuration in a cloud server [30] and thus the goal is to attain the most 
reliable configuration. Due to the large number of VDC components and the continuous nature of failure 
rates, and the associated random variables, traditional techniques, like simulation or model checking, cannot 
ascertain accurate results for this analysis. Whereas, the proposed RBD-based analysis approach allowed 
us to analyze a generic n-cluster model of the VDC.

2. Related Work

RBD-based computer simulators, such as ReliaSoft [24] and the ASENT reliability analysis tool [4], gener-
ate samples from the exponential and Weibull random variables to model the reliabilities for the components 
of the system. This data is then manipulated using computer arithmetic and numerical techniques to com-
pute the reliability of the complete system. These software are more scalable than paper-and-pencil proof 
methods. However, they cannot ensure absolute correctness either due to the involvement of pseudo-random 
numbers or numerical methods.

Colored Petri Nets (CPN) have also been used to model dynamic RBDs (DRBDs) [25], which are used to 
describe dynamic reliability behavior of systems. CPN verification tools, based on model checking principles, 
are then used to verify behavioral properties of the DRBDs models to identify design flaws [25]. Similarly, 
the probabilistic model checker, PRISM [22], has been used for the quantitative verification of various 
safety and mission-critical systems, such as failure analysis for an airbag system and the reliability analysis 
of an industrial process control system and the Herschel–Planck satellite system [21]. However, due to the 
state-based models, only state-related property verification, like deadlock checks, reachability and safety 
properties, is supported by these approaches, that is, we cannot verify mathematical reliability relationships 
for the given systems using the approaches, presented in [21,25]. For example, a state-based model of a 
specific scenario, with predefined transition probabilities, can only be analyzed using model checking tools. 
On the other hand, higher-order logic theorem proving has the ability to inductively verify the reliability 
relationships for an arbitrary number of system components and failure rates and thus can be used to carry 
out the reliability analysis of a wide variety of real-world systems.

The higher-order logic theorem prover HOL4 has been recently used for RBD analysis and some pre-
liminary results related to the reliability analysis of oil and gas pipelines, composed of serially connected 
components, are reported in [3]. In particular, this work utilizes the probability theory developed in [19], 
which is available in the HOL4 theorem prover, to formalize reliability, exponential random variables and 
series RBD. These foundations are then used to formally verify a generic expression of a simple pipeline 
structure that has been modeled as a series RBD with an exponential failure time for individual segments. 
The main limitation of this work is its focused nature since very few real-world systems can be modeled 
as a series RBD. Moreover, the formalization, presented in [3], does not allow the nesting of RBD struc-
tures.

In the current paper, we extend the work in [3] to formally reason about series, parallel, parallel-series 
and series-parallel RBDs and cater for nested RBDs as well. We believe that the results of this paper widen 
the scope of formal RBD analysis as most of the real-world systems require parallel or a combination of 
series and parallel RBDs and nested RBDs for modeling their respective behaviors.
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3. Preliminaries

In this section, we give a brief introduction to theorem proving and the HOL4 theorem prover to facilitate 
the understanding of the rest of the paper.

3.1. Theorem Proving

Theorem proving [11] is a widely used formal verification technique. The system that needs to be an-
alyzed is mathematically modeled in an appropriate logic and the properties of interest are verified using 
computer-based formal tools. The use of formal logics as a modeling medium makes theorem proving a 
very flexible verification technique as it is possible to formally verify any system that can be described 
mathematically. The core of theorem provers usually consists of some well-known axioms and primitive 
inference rules. Soundness is assured as every new theorem must be created from these basic or already 
proved theorems and primitive inference rules.

The verification effort of a theorem in a theorem prover varies from trivial to complex depending on 
the underlying logic [12]. For instance, first-order logic [10] utilizes the propositional calculus and terms 
(constants, function names and free variables) and is semi-decidable. A number of sound and complete 
first-order logic automated reasoners are available that can enable automated proofs for large set of problems. 
More expressive logics, such as higher-order logic [8], can be used to model a wider range of problems than 
first-order logic, but theorem proving for these logics cannot be fully automated and thus involves user 
interaction to guide the proof tools. For the formalization of RBDs, we need to formalize random variables 
as functions, and their distribution properties are verified by quantifying over random variable functions. 
Henceforth, first-order logic does not support such formalization and we need to use higher-order logic to 
formalize the foundations of RBDs that are then in turn used to formally analyze the reliability of various 
real-world systems, such as VDCs.

3.2. HOL4 Theorem Prover

HOL4 is an interactive theorem prover developed at the University of Cambridge, UK, for conducting 
proofs in higher-order logic. It utilizes the simple type theory of Church [9] along with Hindley–Milner 
polymorphism [20] to implement higher-order logic. HOL4 has been successfully used as a verification 
framework for both software and hardware as well as a platform for the formalization of pure mathematics.

The HOL4 core consists of only 5 basic axioms and 8 primitive inference rules, which are implemented 
as ML functions. The ML’s type system ensures that only valid theorems can be constructed. Soundness is 
assured as every new theorem must be verified by applying these basic axioms and primitive inference rules 
or any other previously verified theorems/inference rules.

In the work presented in this paper, we utilize the HOL4 theories of Booleans, lists, sets, positive integers, 
real numbers, measure and probability. In fact, one of the primary motivations of selecting the HOL4 
theorem prover for our work was to benefit from these built-in mathematical theories. Table 1 provides the 
mathematical interpretations of some frequently used HOL4 symbols and functions, which are inherited 
from existing HOL4 theories.

4. Probability and Reliability in HOL

Mathematically, a measure space is defined as a triple (Ω, Σ, μ), where Ω is a set, called the sample space, 
Σ represents a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω, where the subsets are usually referred to as measurable sets, and 
μ is a measure with domain Σ. A probability space is a measure space (Ω, Σ, Pr), such that the measure, 
referred to as the probability and denoted by Pr, of the sample space is 1. In the HOL4 formalization 
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Table 1
HOL symbols and functions.

HOL4 symbol Standard symbol Meaning
∧ and Logical and
∨ or Logical or
¬ not Logical negation
:: cons Adds a new element to a list
++ append Joins two lists together
HD L head Head element of list L
TL L tail Tail of list L
EL n L element nth element of list L
MEM a L member True if a is a member of list L
λx.t λx.t Function that maps x to t(x)
SUC n n + 1 Successor of a num
lim(λn.f(n)) lim

n→∞
f(n) Limit of a real sequence f

of probability theory [19], given a probability space p, the functions space, subsets and prob return the 
corresponding Ω, Σ and Pr, respectively. This formalization also includes the formal verification of some 
of the most widely used probability axioms, which play a pivotal role in formal reasoning about reliability 
properties.

A random variable is a measurable function between a probability space and a measurable space. The 
measurable functions belong to a special class of functions, which preserves the property that the inverse 
image of each measurable set is also measurable. A measurable space refers to a pair (S, A), where S denotes a 
set and A represents a nonempty collection of sub-sets of S. Now, if S is a set with finite number of elements, 
then the corresponding random variable is termed as a discrete otherwise it is known as continuous random 
variable.

The probability that a random variable X is less than or equal to some value t, Pr(X ≤ t) is called 
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and it characterizes the distribution of both discrete and 
continuous random variables. The CDF has been formalized in HOL4 as follows [3]:

� ∀ p X t. CDF p X t = distribution p X {y | y ≤ Normal t}

where the variables p : (α → bool)#((α → bool) → bool)#((α → bool) → real), X : (α → extreal) and 
t : real represent a probability space, a random variable and a real number respectively. The function Normal
takes a real number as its inputs and converts it to its corresponding value in the extended-real data-type, 
i.e., it is the real data-type with the inclusion of positive and negative infinity. The function distribution
takes three parameters: a probability space p, a random variable X and a set of extended-real numbers and 
outputs the probability of a random variable X that acquires all the values of the given set in probability 
space p.

Now, reliability R(t) is stated as the probability of a system or component performing its desired task 
over certain interval of time t.

R(t) = Pr(X > t) = 1 − Pr(X ≤ t) = 1 − FX(t) (1)

where FX(t) is the CDF. The random variable X, in the above definition, models the time to failure of the 
system and is usually modeled by the exponential random variable with parameter λ, which corresponds 
to the failure rate of the system. Based on the HOL4 formalization of probability theory [19], Equation (1)
has been formalized as follows [3]:

� ∀ p X t. Reliability p X t = 1 - CDF p X t

The series RBD, presented in [3], is based on the notion of mutual independence of random variables, 
which is one of the most essential prerequisites for reasoning about the mathematical expressions for all 
RBDs. If N reliability events are mutually independent then
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Pr(
N⋂

i=1
Ai) =

N∏

i=1
Pr(Ai) (2)

This concept has been formalized as follows [3]:

� ∀ p L. mutual_indep p L = ∀ L1 n. PERM L L1 ∧
1 ≤ n ∧ n ≤ LENGTH L ⇒
prob p (inter_list p (TAKE n L1)) =
list_prod (list_prob p (TAKE n L1))

The function mutual_indep accepts a list of events L and probability space p and returns True if the events 
in the given list are mutually independent in the probability space p. The predicate PERM ensures that its 
two lists as its arguments form a permutation of one another. The function LENGTH returns the length of 
the given list. The function TAKE returns the first n elements of its argument list as a list. The function
inter_list performs the intersection of all the sets in its argument list of sets and returns the probability 
space if the given list of sets is empty. The function list_prob takes a list of events and returns a list of 
probabilities associated with the events in the given list of events in the given probability space. Finally, 
the function list_prod recursively multiplies all the elements in the given list of real numbers. Using these 
functions, the function mutual_indep models the mutual independence condition such that for any 1 or 
more events n taken from any permutation of the given list L, the property Pr(

⋂N
i=1 Ai) =

∏N
i=1 Pr(Ai)

holds.

5. Reliability Block Diagrams

Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) [6] are graphical structures consisting of blocks and connector lines. 
The blocks usually represent the system components and the connection of these components is described 
by the connector lines. The system is functional, if at least one path of properly functional components from 
input to output exists, otherwise it fails.

An RBD construction can follow any of these three basic patterns of component connections: (i) series (ii) 
active redundancy or (iii) standby redundancy. In the series connection, shown in Fig. 1(a), all components 
have to be functional for the system to remain functional. Whereas, in an active redundancy all components 
in at least one of the redundant stages must be functioning in fully operational mode. The components in 
an active redundancy might be connected in a parallel structure (Fig. 1(b)) or a combination of series and 
parallel structures as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). In a standby redundancy, all components are not required 
to be active. Three types of information are necessary to build the RBD of a given system: (i) functional 
interaction of the system components, (ii) reliability of each component, and (iii) mission times at which the 
reliability is desired. This information is then utilized by the design engineers to identify the appropriate 
RBD configuration (series, parallel or series-parallel) in order to determine the overall reliability of the given 
system. A detailed account of the commonly used RBD configurations and their corresponding mathematical 
expressions is given as follows:

Series Reliability Block Diagram. The reliability of a system with components connected in series is con-
sidered to be reliable at time t only if all of its components are functioning reliably at time t, as depicted 
in Fig. 1(a). If Ai(t) is a mutually-independent event that represents the reliable functioning of the ith
component of a serially connected system with N components at time t, then the overall reliability of the 
complete system can be expressed as [6]:

Rseries(t) = Pr(
N⋂

Ai(t)) =
N∏

Ri(t) (3)

i=1 i=1
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Fig. 1. RBDs (a) Series. (b) Parallel. (c) Parallel-Series. (d) Series-Parallel. (e) Nested Series-Parallel.

Parallel Reliability Block Diagram. The reliability of a system with parallel connected sub-modules, depicted 
in Fig. 1(b), essentially depends on the component with the maximum reliability. In other words, the system 
will continue functioning as long as at least one of its components remains functional. If the event Ai(t)
represents the reliable functioning of the ith component of a system with M parallel components at time t, 
then the overall reliability of the system can be mathematically expressed as [6]:

Rparallel(t) = Pr(
M⋃

i=1
Ai) = 1 −

M∏

i=1
(1 −Ri(t)) (4)

Nested Reliability Block Diagrams. Most safety-critical systems in the real-world contain many reserved 
stages for backup in order to ensure reliable operation [17,26]. If the components in these reserved subsystems
are connected serially then the structure is called a parallel-series structure, as depicted in Fig. 1(c). The 
parallel-series RBD is a nested form of series RBD in a parallel RBD configuration. If Aij(t) is the event 
corresponding to the reliability of the jth component connected in a ith subsystem at time t, then the 
reliability of the complete system can be expressed as follows:

Rparallel-series(t) = Pr(
M⋃

i=1

N⋂

j=1
Aij(t)) = 1 −

M∏

i=1
(1 −

N∏

j=1
(Rij(t))) (5)

Similarly, if in each serial stage the components are connected in parallel, then the configuration is 
termed as a series-parallel structure, shown in Fig. 1(d). If Aij(t) is the event corresponding to the proper 
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functioning of the jth component connected in an ith subsystem at time index t, then the reliability of the 
complete system can be expressed mathematically as:

Rseries-parallel(t) = Pr(
N⋂

i=1

M⋃

j=1
Aij(t)) =

N∏

i=1
(1 −

M∏

j=1
(1 −Rij(t))) (6)

In many cases, real-world systems involve sub-components, which themselves form a nested RBD config-
uration, as shown in Fig. 1(e). Such systems can be modeled by nested RBD configurations. For instance, 
if a system and its components both are modeled by the series-parallel RBDs, then the complete system 
can be modeled by using a nested series-parallel RBD configuration. The reliability of this kind of nested 
series-parallel RBD can be expressed mathematically as follows:

Rnested-series-parallel(t) =Pr(
N⋂

i=1

M⋃

j=1
(

N⋂

k=1

M⋃

l=1

Aijkl(t)))

=
N∏

i=1
(1 −

M∏

j=1
(1 − (

N∏

k=1

(1 −
M∏

l=1

(1 − (Rijkl(t)))))))

(7)

where, i and j are the indices of the outer series-parallel RBD and the indices k and l refer to the reliability 
events corresponding to the inner sub-components of the system.

By utilizing the above-mentioned RBD configurations, we can easily construct the reliability models 
of many real-world systems. For instance, consider a typical radar system [14] consisting of an antenna, 
receiver/transmitter system, tracking computers and radar controller, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The information 
from the antenna is received at the receiver/transmitter system and then sent to the tracking computers for 
processing. The processed information is then given to the radar controller for an accurate representation of 
the originally received information. If any of these radar system components malfunction or a break occurs 
in the flow of information, then the system no longer remains functional and is considered to be in a failed 
state. Since each component is essential for a radar system to be functional, the system can be modeled from 
series RBD, which can be seen in Fig. 2(b). However, if we are interested in a detailed reliability analysis 
of the radar system then we can include the sub-components of the receiver/transmitter system and all 
tracking computers that are connected in parallel for redundancy. This detailed radar system can be easily 
modeled by using series-parallel RBD configuration, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

From the RBDs presented in this section, we can notice that only the series and parallel RBDs are the 
fundamental configurations while other configurations can be easily constructed by nesting the different 
combinations of these RBDs. In the next section, we present the formalization of series, parallel and nested 
RBD configurations. These formalized configurations can then be used in turn to formally model systems 
behaviors in HOL4 and reason about their reliability, availability and maintainability characteristics.

6. Formalization of the Reliability Block Diagrams

The proposed formalization is primarily based on defining a new polymorphic datatype rbd that encodes 
the notion of series and parallel configurations. Then a semantic function is defined on that rbd datatype 
yielding an event for the corresponding RBD configuration. This semantic function allows us to verify the 
generic reliability expressions of the RBD configurations, that are described in the previous section, by 
utilizing the underlying probability theory within the sound core of the HOL4 theorem prover. Such a deep 
embedding considerably simplifies the RBD modeling approach, compared to our previous work [3] (shallow 
embedding), and also enables us to develop a framework that can deal with arbitrary levels of nested RBD 
configurations, which can be used to cater for a wide variety of real-world reliability analysis problems.
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Fig. 2. (a) A typical radar system. (b) RBD of a simplified radar system. (c) RBD of a detailed radar system.

We verify the reliability expressions for the commonly used RBD configurations, as presented in Section 5, 
on reliability event lists, where a single event represents the scenario when the given system or component 
does not fail before a certain time:

Definition 1. � ∀ p X t.

rel_event p X t = PREIMAGE X {y | Normal t < y} ∩ p_space p

The function PREIMAGE takes two arguments, a function f and a set s, and returns a set, which is the 
domain of the function f operating on a given range set s. The function rel_event accepts a probability 
space p, a random variable X, representing the failure time of a system or a component, and a real number t, 
which represents the time index at which the reliability is desired. It returns an event representing the reliable 
functioning of the system or component at time t.

Similarly, a list of reliability events is derived by mapping the function rel_event on each element of 
the given random variable list as follows:

Definition 2. � ∀ p L t.

rel_event_list p L t = MAP (λa. rel_event p a t) L

In [3], the series RBD function operates on a single-dimension list of random variables, where each 
random variable in a list is associated with a block of the series RBD configuration. A major limitation 
of this modeling approach arises when dealing with nested RBD configurations, such as parallel-series and 
series-parallel, where the blocks themselves are modeled by RBD configurations. To cater for these RBD 
configurations, we are required to model a random variable that can incorporate the notion of multiple 
random variables. For instance, to formalize the parallel-series RBD, we need to assign a random variable 
to each one of the serial stage such that the random variables associated to each parallel stage model all the 
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random variables that are assigned to the corresponding components connected in a serial stage and thus 
making the RBD formalization of [3] challenging. In order to simplify the formalization of nested RBDs, we 
propose to distinguish the notion of random variable from the reliability event. We thus propose to formally 
verify generic RBD reliability relationships on reliability event lists. These formally verified expressions can 
then be used with the random variables corresponding to each component of the system for analyzing the 
reliability of systems that can be represented as nested RBDs.

We start the formalization process by type abbreviating the notion of event, which is essentially a set of 
observations with type ’a->bool as follows:

type_abbrev ("event" , “:’a ->bool”)

We then define a recursive datatype rbd in the HOL4 system as follows:

Hol_datatype ‘rbd = series of rbd list |
parallel of rbd list |
atomic of ’a event‘

An RBD can either be a series configuration, a parallel configuration or an atomic event. The type construc-
tors series and parallel recursively function on rbd-typed lists and thus enable us to deal with nested RBD 
configurations. The type constructor atomic is basically a typecasting operator between event and rbd-typed 
variables. Typically, a new datatype is defined in HOL4 as (α1 , α2 , ..., αn)op, where (α1 , α2 , ..., αn) rep-
resent the arguments taken by the HOL4 datatype op [28]. For instance, the atomic type constructor is 
defined with the arbitrary type α, which is taken by the already defined type events. On the other hand, 
the type constructors series and parallel are defined without any arguments because the datatype rbd
is not defined at this point.

We define a semantic function rbd_struct: (α event # α event event # (α event → real) → α rbd 
→ α event) inductively over the rbd datatype. It can yield the corresponding event from the given RBD 
configuration as follows:

Definition 3. � (∀ p. rbd_struct p (series []) = p_space p) ∧
(∀ xs x p.
rbd_struct p (series (x::xs)) =
rbd_struct p x ∩ rbd_struct p (series xs)) ∧

(∀ p. rbd_struct p (parallel []) = {}) ∧
(∀ xs x p.
rbd_struct p (parallel (x::xs)) =
rbd_struct p x ∪ rbd_struct p (parallel xs) ∧)

(∀ p a. rbd_struct p (atomic a) = a)

The above function decodes the semantic embedding of an arbitrary RBD configuration by yielding 
a corresponding reliability event, which can then be used to determine the reliability of a given RBD 
configuration. The function rbd_struct takes an rbd-typed list identified by a type constructor series
and returns the whole probability space if the given list is empty and otherwise returns the intersection 
of the events that are obtained after applying the function rbd_struct on each element of the given list 
in order to model the series RBD configuration behavior. Similarly, to model the behavior of a parallel 
RBD configuration, the function rbd_struct operates on an rbd-typed list encoded by a type constructor 
parallel. It then returns the union of the events after applying the function rbd_struct on each element 
of the given list or an empty set if the given list is empty. The function rbd_struct returns the reliability 
event using the type constructor atomic.

Now using Definition 3, we can formally verify the reliability expression, given in Equation (3), for a 
series RBD configuration in HOL4 as follows:
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Table 2
Mutual independence lemmas.

Theorem HOL formalization

mutual_indep_cons ∀ h p L. mutual_indep p (h::L) ⇒
mutual_indep p L

mutual_indep_append_sym ∀ p L1 L. mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L ++ L1)

mutual_indep_front_append ∀ p L1 L. mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L) ⇒
mutual_indep p L

mutual_indep_append_swap ∀ p L1 L2 L. mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L2 ++ L) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L2 ++ L1 ++ L)

mutual_indep_cons_append ∀ p h L1 L. mutual_indep p (h::L1 ++ L2) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ h::L2)

mutual_indep_cons_append1 ∀ p Q h L1 L. mutual_indep p (h::L1 ++ Q::L) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ Q::h::L)

mutual_indep_cons_append2 ∀ h p L1 L. mutual_indep p (L1 ++ h::L) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L)

mutual_indep_cons_append3
∀ h p L1 L2 L.
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ h::(L2 ++ L)) ⇒
mutual_indep p (h::(L1 ++ L))

mutual_indep_cons_append4 ∀ h p L1 L. mutual_indep p (L1 ++ h::L) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L)

mutual_indep_cons_flat ∀ h p L. mutual_indep p (FLAT (h::L)) ⇒
mutual_indep p (FLAT L)

mutual_indep_flat_append
∀ h p L1 L2 L.
mutual_indep p (FLAT (L1::L2::L)) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L2)

mutual_indep_flat_append1 ∀ h p L1 L. mutual_indep p (FLAT (L1::h::L)) ⇒
mutual_indep p (FLAT ((h ++ L1)::L))

mutual_indep_flat_append2
∀ p L1 L2 L.
mutual_indep p (FLAT (L1::L2::L)) ⇒
mutual_indep p (L1 ++ L2)

mutual_indep_cons_flat2
∀ h p L1 L2 L.
mutual_indep p (FLAT (L1::(h::L2)::L)) ⇒
mutual_indep p (FLAT ([h]::L))

Theorem 1. � ∀ p L. prob_space p ∧
¬NULL L ∧ (∀x’. MEM x’ L ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ∧
mutual_indep p L ⇒
(prob p (rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list L))) =
list_prod (list_prob p L))

The first assumption, in Theorem 1, ensures that p is a valid probability space based on the probability 
theory in HOL4 [19]. The next two assumptions guarantee that the list of events L, representing the reliability 
of individual components, must have at least one event and the reliability events are mutually independent. 
The conclusion of the theorem represents Equation (3). The function rbd_list generates a list of type rbd
by mapping the function atomic to each element of the given event list L to make it consistent with the 
assumptions of Theorem 1. It can be formalized in HOL4 as:

∀ L. rbd_list L = MAP (λa. atomic a) L

The proof of Theorem 1 is primarily based on a mutual independence lemma mutual_indep_cons, given 
in Table 2, and some fundamental axioms of probability theory.

The above-mentioned series RBD can be easily utilized to model the series RBD configuration of the 
radar system, which is described in Section 5. To do this, we are only required to replace the arbitrary list L
with the rel_event_list p [A;RT;TC;RC], where A,RT ,TC and RC are the associated random variables 
of the antenna, receiver/transmitter system, tracking computers and the radar controller, respectively.
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Similarly by following the above-mentioned formalization approach of series RBD, we can formally verify 
the reliability expression for the parallel RBD configuration, given in Equation (4), in HOL4 as follows:

Theorem 2. � ∀ p L.
prob_space p ∧ (∀x’. MEM x’ L ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ∧
¬NULL L ∧ mutual_indep p L ⇒
(prob p (rbd_struct p (parallel (rbd_list L))) =
1 - list_prod (one_minus_list (list_prob p L)))

The above theorem is verified under the same assumptions as Theorem 1. The conclusion of the 
theorem represents Equation (4) where, the function one_minus_list accepts a list of real numbers 
[x1, x2, x3, · · · , xn] and returns the list of real numbers such that each element of this list is 1 minus 
the corresponding element of the given list, i.e., [1 − x1, 1 − x2, 1 − x3, · · · , 1 − xn].

To verify Theorem 2, we need to verify a lemma that provides an alternate expression for the parallel 
RBD in terms of the series RBD configuration. As the series and parallel RBD configurations are represented 
mathematically from the intersection and union of events, respectively. So, this lemma can be expressed 
mathematically as follows:

P (
N⋃

i=1
Ai) = 1 − P (

N⋂

i=1
Ai) (8)

The HOL4 formalization of Equation (8) is as follows:

Lemma 1. � ∀ p L. prob_space p ∧ ¬NULL L ∧
(∀x’. MEM x’ L ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ∧
mutual_indep p L ⇒
(prob p (rbd_struct p (parallel (rbd_list L))) =
1 - prob p (rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list (compl_list p L)))))

The proof of Theorem 2 is primarily based on Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 along with the fact that given 
the list of n mutually independent events, the complement of these n events are also mutually independent:

� ∀ p L. prob_space p ∧ mutual_indep p L ∧
¬NULL L ∧ (∀x’. MEM x’ L ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ⇒

mutual_indep p (compl_list p L1)

The function compl_list returns a list of events such that each element of this list is the difference between 
the probability space p and the corresponding element of the given list. The proof process of the above 
lemma utilizes mutual independence properties of Table 2 as well as various other probability independence 
lemmas that can be found in [2].

The above formalization described for series and parallel RBD configurations builds the foundation to 
formalize the combination of series and parallel RBD configurations. The type constructors series and
parallel can take the argument list containing other rbd type constructors, such as series, parallel or
atomic, allowing the function rbd_struct to yield the corresponding event for an RBD configuration that 
is composed of a combination of series and parallel RBD configurations.

By extending the RBD formalization approach, presented in Theorems 1 and 2, we formally verified 
the generic reliability expression for parallel-series RBD configuration, given in Equation (5), in HOL4 as 
follows:
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Theorem 3. � ∀ p L. prob_space p ∧
(∀z. MEM z L ⇒ �NULL z) ∧
(∀x’. MEM x’ (FLAT L) ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ∧
mutual_indep p (FLAT L) ⇒
(prob p

(rbd_struct p ((parallel of (λa. series (rbd_list a))) L)) =
(1 - list_prod (one_minus_list) of
(λa. list_prod (list_prob p a))) L)

The first assumption in Theorem 3 is similar to the one used in Theorem 2. The next three assumptions 
ensure that the sub-lists corresponding to the serial sub-stages are not empty and the reliability events corre-
sponding to the sub-components of the parallel-series configuration are valid events of the given probability 
space p and are also mutually independent. The HOL4 function FLAT is used to flatten the two-dimensional 
list, i.e., to transform a list of lists, into a single list. The conclusion models the right-hand side of Equation 
(5). The infixr function of connects two rbd type-constructors by using the HOL4 MAP function and thus 
facilitates the natural readability of complex RBD configurations. It is formalized in HOL4 as follows:

� ∀ g f. f of g = (f o (λa. MAP g a))

Similarly, the generic expression of the series-parallel RBD configuration, given in Equation (6), is for-
malized in HOL4 as follows:

Theorem 4. � ∀ p L. prob_space p ∧
(∀z. MEM z L ⇒ �NULL z) ∧
(∀x’. MEM x’ (FLAT L) ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ∧
mutual_indep p (FLAT L) ⇒
(prob p

(rbd_struct p ((series of (λa. parallel (rbd_list a))) L)) =
(list_prod of

(λa. 1 - list_prod (one_minus_list (list_prob p a)))) L)

The assumptions of Theorem 4 are similar to those used in Theorem 3. The conclusion models the 
right-hand side of Equation (6). To verify Theorems 3 and 4, it is required to formally verify various 
structural independence lemmas, for instance, given the list of mutually independent reliability events, 
an event corresponding to the series or parallel RBD structure is independent, in probability, with the 
corresponding event associated with the parallel-series or series-parallel RBD configurations. Some of the 
foundational structural independence lemmas are presented in Table 3. These lemmas are verified under 
the following assumptions: (i) prob_space p ensures that p is a valid probability space; (ii) (∀x. MEM x 
(L1::L) ⇒ ¬NULL x) guarantees that the given list must not be empty; (iii) (∀x. MEM x (FLAT (L1::L)) 
⇒ x ∈ events p) makes sure that each event in a given list is a valid event in a probability space p; and 
(iv) mutual_indep p (FLAT (L1::L)) ensures that the given list of events are mutually independent in 
probability. The proof of these lemmas are primarily based on the mutual independence lemmas, given in 
Table 2, and many fundamental probability theory axioms, for instance, Probabilistic Inclusion–exclusion 
(PIE) Principle for two events, which can be found in [2].

The modeling of series-parallel RBD, presented in Theorem 4, can be easily extended to model the series-
parallel RBD configuration of the detailed radar system, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The HOL4 formalization of 
the corresponding series-parallel RBD of the detailed radar system is as follows:
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Table 3
Independence of RBD configurations lemmas.

Lemma description HOL formalization

Probability Independence 
of Series and Parallel-Series 
RBD Configurations

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list L1)) ∩

rbd_struct p ((parallel of
(λa. series (rbd_list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list L1))) *
prob p (rbd_struct p ((parallel of

(λa. series (rbd_list a))) L)))

Probability Independence 
of Parallel and Parallel-
Series RBD Configurations

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd_struct p (parallel (rbd_list L1)) ∩

rbd_struct p ((parallel of
(λa. series (rbd_list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd_struct p (parallel (rbd_list L1))) *
prob p (rbd_struct p ((parallel of

(λa. series (rbd_list a))) L)))

Probability Independence 
of Series and Series-Parallel 
RBD Configurations

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list L1)) ∩

rbd_struct p ((series of
(λ a. parallel (rbd_list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list L1))) *
prob p (rbd_struct p ((series of

(λa. parallel (rbd_list a))) L)))

Probability Indepen-
dence of Parallel and 
Series-Parallel RBD Con-
figurations

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd_struct p (parallel (rbd_list L1)) ∩

rbd_struct p ((series of
(λa. parallel (rbd_list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd_struct p (parallel (rbd_list L1))) *
prob p (rbd_struct p ((series of

(λa. parallel (rbd_list a))) L)))

� ∀ p A R PS M Ap TCA TCB TCC RC t.
radar_series_parallel_rbd p A R PS M Ap TCA TCB TCC RC t =
rbd_struct p

((series of (λa. parallel (rbd_list (rel_event_list p a t))))
([[A];[R];[PS];[M];[Ap];[TCA;TCB;TCC];[RC]]))

where A,R,PS ,M ,Ap,TCA,TCB,TCC and RC are the corresponding random variables of antenna, 
receiver, power supply, modulator, amplifier, tracking computer A, B and C and the radio controller, re-
spectively.

Now, using Theorem 4, we can formally model and verify the reliability relationship of a nested series-
parallel RBD configuration as well, given in Equation (7), in HOL4 as follows:

Theorem 5. � ∀ p L.
prob_space p ∧ (∀ z. MEM z (FLAT (FLAT L)) ⇒ ¬NULL z) ∧
(∀ x’. MEM x’ (FLAT (FLAT (FLAT L))) ⇒ x’ ∈ events p) ∧
mutual_indep p (FLAT (FLAT (FLAT L))) ⇒
(prob p (rbd_struct p
((series of parallel of series of
(λa. parallel (rbd_list a))) L)) =

(list_prod of (λa. 1 - list_prod (one_minus_list a)) of
(λa. list_prod a) of
(λa. 1 - list_prod (one_minus_list (list_prob p a)))) L)

Most of the assumptions of the above theorem are very similar to those used in Theorem 4 and the remain-
ing ones are used to ensure that the reliability event lists are not empty and their corresponding reliability 
events are mutually independent with respect to the given probability space. The proof of above theorem 
uses the results of Theorems 1 and 3 and various lemmas, like the ones presented in Table 3, stating that 
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Fig. 3. a) Virtualization configuration in a cloud server. b) Equivalent series-parallel RBD model.

given the mutually independent reliability events list, a reliability event associated with the sub-component 
of the inner series-parallel RBD configuration is independent of the reliability event associated with the 
nested series-parallel RBD configuration.

The formalization, reported in this paper, took about 3500 lines of HOL4 proof script and took about 
400 man-hours. It is worthwhile to mention that the generic formalization of lemmas, presented in Tables 2
and 3, related to mutual independence and probability independence of RBD configurations significantly 
reduced the HOL4 proof script for RBD formalization, which is available for download at [2]. The formal 
reasoning was primarily based on probabilistic, set-theoretic and arithmetic simplification and some parts 
of the proofs were also handled automatically using the various built-in automatic provers and advanced 
simplifiers in HOL4. The main benefit of the formalization, presented in this section, is the ability to formally 
analyze the reliability aspects of safety-critical systems within the sound environment of a theorem prover, 
as will be demonstrated using a Virtual Data Center example in the next section.

7. Application: Virtual Data Center

Virtual Data Centers (VDCs) are mainly utilized as an infrastructure of cloud computing and are heavily 
populated by virtualized resource pools of storage and computing. A typical VMware [29] data center 
consists of basic physical computing blocks such as x86 servers, storage networks and arrays, IP networks, 
a management server and desktop clients. A number of x86 servers can be grouped together, with shared 
storage and network subsystems, to form a Cluster.

One of the widely used methods to achieve virtualization of these physical servers is based on utilizing a 
layer of software, known as a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor [5], which links the physical 
hardware with the operating system and allows hardware resource multiplexing between multiple virtual 
machines (VMs), as shown in Fig. 3(a). Each VM has its own operating system, generally known as guest 
OS, and virtual hardware resources, such as a virtual CPU, virtual network card, virtual RAM, and virtual 
disks. A VMM, can be directly hosted on a physical computer system, such as Xen [5], or within a host 
operating system, such as VMware [29].

The dependability of the VDCs is primarily based on the reliability of the virtualization configuration 
in a cloud server, which in turn affects the reliability of the cloud computing infrastructure. A study for 
cloud computing vulnerabilities shows that there were about 172 unique cloud computing outage incidents 
between 2008 and 2012 [15]. The major causes of these incidents include (i) insecure interfaces and APIs, 
(ii) data loss and leakages and (iii) hardware failures [15]. The main victims of these vulnerabilities include 
Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Apple, and the vulnerabilities resulted in heavy financial losses [15]. Due 
to the increasing usage of cloud computing in meeting computing needs of all kinds of application domains, 
including online shopping, financial services, medicine and transportation, their reliability has become of 
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Fig. 4. VDC cloud RBD model.

utmost importance and thus a significant time and effort is spent on their reliability analysis prior to their 
deployment.

A series-parallel RBD of a typical VDC, shown in Fig. 4, is composed of n network modules, and n
clusters, whereas each cluster is in turn composed of m cloud servers. The virtualization configuration 
in these cloud servers, presented in Fig. 3(a), can also be modeled by a series-parallel RBD as shown in 
Fig. 3(b). So, a complete VDC can be modeled by using nested series-parallel RBD configuration, as shown 
in Fig. 1(e), where the outer series-parallel RBD models the cloud servers, clusters and the network modules 
and the inner series-parallel RBD models the virtualization configuration in a cloud server. The reliability 
expression of this nested series-parallel RBD, as depicted in Fig. 4, can be expressed mathematically as 
[30]:

RVDC =
n∏

i=1
[(1 −

m∏

j=1
(1 −RServerij ))RCi

] (9)

where, RServerij and RCi
represent the reliabilities of cloud servers and network modules.

The reliability of a cloud server can be expressed mathematically as:

RServer = RHWRVMM [1 −
n∏

i=1
(1 − RVMi )] (10)

where, RServer, RHW , RVMM and RVMi
represent the reliability of the overall configuration in a cloud 

server having n VMs, physical hardware, a hypervisor and the ith virtual machine, respectively.
The inequality for the lower bound that determines the number of VMs, which are essentially required 

to bring the reliability of the virtualized physical cloud server above that of an unvirtualized server [23], 
can be expressed mathematically as:

n >
log(1 − RServer

R_VM )
log(1 −R_VMM) (11)

We will now first present the formal reliability analysis of the virtualization configuration in a cloud 
server and then use this formally verified relation to conduct the formal reliability analysis of a VDC.

7.1. Reliability of the virtualization configuration

Consider a virtualization configuration that consists of a physical hardware HW, a hypervisor VMM, and 
n VMs, such that (n > 1). Each VM is concurrently performing identical tasks and working independently. 
For example, a VM can be considered as a virtual server, which responds to client requests for static web 
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content. The random variables X_VM , X_VMM and X_HW associated with the virtualization configu-
ration components is assumed to be exponentially distributed with the failure rate C_VM , C_VMM and 
C_HW [30]. The reliability of the virtualization configuration modeled by series-parallel RBD configuration 
with exponential distribution can be expressed mathematically as:

RServer = (exp−(λV MM+λHW )t)[1 −
n∏

i=1
(1 − exp−λV Mi

t)] (12)

In order to formally verify the above equation, we first formally defined the notion of exponential distri-
bution in HOL4 as follows:

Definition 4. � ∀ p X c. exp_dist p X c =

∀ t. (CDF p X t = if 0 ≤ t then 1 - exp (-c * t) else 0)

The function exp_dist guarantees that the CDF of the random variable X is that of an exponential 
random variable with a failure rate c in a probability space p. We classify a list of exponentially-distributed 
random variables based on this definition as follows:

Definition 5. � (∀ p L. exp_dist_list p L [] = T) ∧
∀ p h t L. exp_dist_list p L (h::t) =

exp_dist p (HD L) h ∧ exp_dist_list p (TL L) t

where the symbol T stands for logical True. The function exp_dist_list accepts a list of random vari-
ables L, a list of failure rates and a probability space p. It guarantees that all elements of the random 
variable list L are exponentially distributed with the corresponding failure rates, given in the other list, 
within the probability space p. For this purpose, it utilizes the list functions HD and TL, which return the 
head and tail of a list, respectively.

Using the RBD formalization approach, described in Section 6, we can construct a RBD for virtualization 
configuration in HOL4 as follows:

Definition 6. � ∀ p X_VMM X_HW X_VM t.
rbd_virt_cloud_server p X_VMM X_HW X_VM t =
rbd_struct p

((series of (λa. parallel (rbd_list (rel_event_list p a t))))
[[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM]))

where X_VMM , X_HW and X_VM are the random variables associated with the virtualization config-
uration components. We have utilized the series-parallel RBD formalization, presented in Theorem 4, to 
model the virtualization configuration RBD by simply using its associated reliability event.

Now, using the above definitions, we formally verified the reliability of virtualization configuration, given 
in Equation (12), in HOL4 as follows:

Theorem 6. � ∀ X_VM X_VMM X_HW C_VM C_VMM C_HW p t.
[A1]: ¬NULL X_VM ∧ [A2:] 0 ≤ t ∧ [A3]: prob_space p ∧
[A4]: in_events p (rel_event_list p ([[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM]) t) ∧
[A5]: mutual_indep p (rel_event_list p ([[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM]) t) ∧
[A6]: LENGTH C_VM = LENGTH X_VM ∧
[A7]: exp_dist_list p [[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM] [[C_VMM];[C_HW];C_VM] ⇒
(prob p (rbd_virt_cloud_server p X_VMM X_HW X_VM t =
exp (-(C_VMM + C_HW) * t) *
(1 - list_prod (one_minus_list (exp_func_list C_VM t)))
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where X_VMM, X_HW are the random variables corresponding to the failure distributions of a VMM and 
physical hardware HW, respectively. The list X_VM corresponds to the list of random variables that in turn 
represent the failure distribution of virtual machines (VMs). Similarly, C_VMM and C_HW are the failure rates 
for the hypervisor VMM and physical hardware HW, respectively, and the list C_VM represents the list of 
failure rates for the virtual machines VMs. The first two assumptions (A1–A2) of the above theorem guar-
antee that the list of random variables associated with the virtual machines must not be empty and the 
time index must be positive. The next two assumptions (A3–A4) ensure that p is a valid probability space 
and the reliability events associated with the virtualization configuration must be in the events space. The 
predicate function in_events takes a probability space p and an events list L and makes sure that each 
element must be in events space p. It can be formalized in HOL4 as (∀x’. MEM x’ L ⇒ x’ ∈ events p). 
The assumption (A5) guarantees that the reliability events associated with the virtualization configuration 
components are mutually independent. The last two assumptions (A6–A7) ensure that the length of the 
list of random variables and the corresponding list of failure rates for virtual machines is the same, and 
that the exponential distributions of the virtualization configuration components, connected in the series-
parallel structure, are associated with their respective failure rates, respectively. The conclusion of the 
above theorem models Equation (12) such that the left-hand side of the conclusion is the series connection 
of the VMM, the physical hardware HW and the parallel connection of VMs, shown in Fig. 3(b), and the 
right-hand side provides the simplified expression for the reliability evaluation of the virtualization configu-
ration in a physical cloud server. The functions list_prod, one_minus_list and exp_func_list accept a 
two-dimensional list of failure rates and return a list with products of one minus exponentials of every sub-
list. For example, list_prod (one_minus_list (exp_func_list a t))[[c1; c2; c3]; [c4; c5]; [c6; c7; c8]]x =
[(1 −e−(c1)x) ∗(1 −e−(c2)x) ∗(1 −e−(c3)x); (1 −e−(c4)x) ∗(1 −e−(c5)x); (1 −e−(c6)x) ∗(1 −e−(c7)x) ∗(1 −e−(c8)x)].

The proof of Theorem 6 involves Theorem 4, some probability theory axioms and several properties of 
the exponential function.

7.1.1. Bounds for the number of VMs
It is important to find out the number of VMs required to bring the reliability of the virtualized physical 

cloud server above that of an unvirtualized server [23]. The HOL formalization of Equation (11) is as follows:

Theorem 7. � ∀ X_VM X_VMM X_HW p n t.
[A1]: prob_space p ∧ [A2]: 0 ≤ t ∧
[A3]: ¬NULL (gen_rv_list X_VM n) ∧
[A4]: rel_event p X_VMM t ∈ events p ∧

rel_event p X_VM t ∈ events p ∧
rel_event p X_HW t ∈ events p ∧

[A5]: in_events p (rel_event_list p (gen_rv_list X_VM n) t) ∧
[A6]: rel_virt_cloud_server p [[X_VMM];[X_HW];gen_rv_list X_VM n] t <

Reliability p X_VMM t ∧
[A7]: (Reliability p X_HW t < 1) ∧ (0 < Reliability p X_VMM t) ∧

(0 < Reliability p X_VM t ∧ Reliability p X_VM t < 1) ∧
[A8]: mutual_indep p

(rel_event_list p (X_VMM::X_HW::gen_rv_list X_VM n) t) ⇒
&n >

log10 (1 -
rel_cloud_server p [[X_VMM];[X_HW];gen_rv_list X_VM n] t)

Reliability p X_VMM t
)

log10 (1 - Reliability p X_VM t)

where X_VM, X_VMM and X_HW are the random variables associated with virtual machine VMi, virtual ma-
chine Monitor VMM and a physical hardware HW, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). The function gen_rv_list
accepts a number n and a random variable and generates a list of identical random variables of length 
n by using the given random variable. The function rel_cloud_server returns the overall reliability of 
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the virtualization configuration, which is exhibiting a series-parallel structure, by utilizing Theorem 4. The 
assumptions of Theorem 7 are similar to the ones used in Theorem 6, with the addition of some essential 
bounds on the reliability of the virtualization configuration components. The conclusion of the above theo-
rem models Equation (11). The proof of the above theorem involves Theorem 4 and some formally-verified 
properties from real and probability theory in HOL4.

7.2. Reliability of a Virtual Data Center

The reliability of the VDC with virtualization server exhibiting exponential distribution can be expressed 
mathematically as follows:

RV DCnm
=

n∏

i=1
[1 −

m∏

j=1
(1 −RServerij ) ∗ exp−λCi

t] (13)

where λCi
is the failure rate of the ith network module connected between the clusters, as shown in Fig. 4.

Now, using the formalization of the nested series-parallel RBD configuration, presented in Section 6, we 
formalized the RBD configuration of VDC in HOL4 as follows:

Definition 7. � ∀ p X_C X_VMM X_HW X_VM m n t.
rbd_VDC_cloud p X_C X_VMM X_HW X_VM m n t =
rbd_struct p (series (rbd_list (rel_event_list p X_C t))) ∩

rbd_struct p ((series of parallel of series of
(λa. parallel (rbd_list (rel_event_list p a t))))
(cloud_server_rv_list [[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM] m n)))

where X_C is the random variable associated with the VDC network module. The function cloud_server_
rv_list takes a two dimensional list of random variables L and two numbers m and n and returns four-
dimensional list of n random variables by utilizing a function gen_list which accepts a list L and returns 
a list which contains m copies of the same list L. The function cloud_server_rv_list can be defined in 
HOL4 as follows:

� ∀ L m n. cloud_server_rv_list L m n = gen_list (gen_list L m) n

where the function gen_list takes an arbitrary list and a number, say n, and generates the n copies of the 
given list.

Now, by using Definition 7 and the formalization presented in the Section 6, we can formally analyze the 
reliability of the complete VDC, given in Equation (13), in HOL4 as follows:

Theorem 8. � ∀ X_VM X_VMM X_HW X_C C_VM C_VMM C_HW C m n p t.
[A1]: 0 ≤ t ∧ prob_space p ∧
[A2]: ¬NULL (cloud_server_rv_list [X_VM] m n) ∧ ¬NULL X_VM ∧

¬NULL (cloud_server_fail_rate_list [C_VM] m n) ∧ ¬NULL C_VM ∧
[A3]: not_null_list

(FLAT (FLAT (cloud_server_rv_list [X_VM] m n))) ∧
¬NULL (rel_event_list p X_C t) ∧

[A4]: (LENGTH C = LENGTH X_C) ∧ (LENGTH X_VM = LENGTH C_VM) ∧
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[A5]: in_events p (FLAT (FLAT (FLAT (four_dim_rel_event_list p
(cloud_server_rv_list [X_VM] m n) t)))) ∧

[A6]: rel_event p X_VMM t ∈ events p ∧
rel_event p X_VM t ∈ events p ∧
rel_event p X_HW t ∈ events p ∧
in_events p (rel_event_list p X_C t) ∧

[A7]: exp_dist_list p X_C C ∧
four_dim_exp_dist_list p
(cloud_server_rv_list [[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM] m n)
(cloud_server_fail_rate_list [[C_VMM];[C_HW];C_VM] m n) ∧

[A8]: mutual_indep p (rel_event_list p X_C t ++
FLAT (FLAT (FLAT (four_dim_rel_event_list p
(cloud_server_rv_list [[X_VMM];[X_HW];X_VM] m n) t)))) ⇒

(prob p (rbd_VDC_cloud p X_C X_VMM X_HW X_VM m n t) =
list_prod (exp_func_list C t) *
(list_prod of (λa. 1 - list_prod (one_minus_list a)) of
(λa. list_prod a) of
(λa. 1 - list_prod (one_minus_list (exp_func_list a t))))

(cloud_server_fail_rate_list [[C_VMM];[C_HW];C_VM] m n))

The assumptions are quite similar to the ones that are used in Theorem 6. The predicate function
not_null_list in assumption (A3) makes sure that each element of the given list must not be empty and 
it can be formalized in HOL4 as (∀z. MEM z L ⇒ ¬NULL z). The function four_dim_exp_dist_list
accepts the probability space p, a four dimensional lists of random variables and failure rates and im-
itates the same behavior as that of the function exp_dist_list, which is already described in the 
explanation of Theorem 6. The function four_dim_rel_event_list takes a probability space p, a four 
dimensional list of random variables, and a real number t, which represents the time index at which 
the reliability is desired. It returns a corresponding four dimensional list of reliability events by apply-
ing the function rel_event_list, described in Definition 2, on each element of the random variables list. 
The function cloud_server_fail_rate_list accepts a two dimensional list of failure rates L and two 
numbers m and n and returns an n-length four dimensional list of failure rates where each sub-lists of
cloud_server_fail_rate_list contains the m length list of failure rates corresponding to the random 
variables associated with the virtualization configuration in a cloud server. The conclusion of the above 
theorem models the Equation (9). The proof of the above Theorem utilizes the results of Theorems 4, 5
and 6, and properties of probability theory and the exponential function.

Theorem 8 is verified for n-clusters that are connected through network modules and each of these clusters 
contains m cloud servers. The universal quantification on all variables of Theorem 8 allows us to specialize 
the analysis of this theorem for any number of clusters or cloud servers. For example, the reliability of a 
VDC for the case of 3 clusters, 2 network modules, 2 cloud servers and 3 virtual machines in each cloud 
server can be verified as follows:

RV DC32 = e−λC1+C2 t ∗ (1 − (1 − e−λV MM+HW t∗

(1 − (1 − e−λV M1t) ∗ ((1 − e−λV M2t) ∗ (1 − e−λV M3t))))2)3)
(14)

Theorem 9. � ∀ X_VM1 X_VM2 X_VM3 X_VMM X_HW X_C1 X_C2 C_VM1 C_VM2 C_VM3 C_VMM C_HW C1 C2 
p t.
[A1]: 0 ≤ t ∧ prob_space p ∧
[A2]: in_events p (rel_event_list p

[X_C1;X_C2;X_VMM;X_HW;X_VM1;X_VM2;X_VM3] t) ∧
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[A3]: exp_dist_list p [X_C1;X_C2;X_VMM;X_HW;X_VM1;X_VM2;X_VM3]
[C1;C2;C_VMM;C_HW;C_VM1;C_VM2;C_VM3] ∧

[A4]: mutual_indep p (rel_event_list p [X_C1;X_C2] t ++
FLAT(FLAT(FLAT (four_dim_rel_event_list p
(cloud_server_rv_list

[[X_VMM];[X_HW];[X_VM1;X_VM2;X_VM3]] 2 3) t)))) ⇒
(prob p (rbd_struct p

(series (rbd_list (rel_event_list p [X_C1;X_C2] t))) ∩
rbd_struct p ((series of parallel of series of
(λa. parallel (rbd_list (rel_event_list p a t))))
cloud_server_rv_list [[X_VMM];[X_HW];[X_VM1;X_VM2;X_VM3]] 2 3)) =

exp (-((C1 + C2) * t)) *
(1 - (1 - exp (-((C_VMM + C_HW) * t)) *

(1 - (1 - exp (-(C_VM1 * t))) * ((1 - exp (-(C_VM2 * t))) *
(1 - exp (-(C_VM3 * t)))))) pow 2) pow 3)

The assumptions in the above theorem are significantly simplified and the conclusion represents Equa-
tion (14). The proof of Theorem 9 is primarily based on Theorem 8 and only required some real-theoretic 
reasoning.

7.3. Discussion

The reasoning process for the formal verification of Theorems 6, 7 and 8 took about 1500 lines of HOL4 
script [2] and was very straightforward compared to the reasoning for the verification of Theorems 4 and 5, 
which involved probability-theoretic guidance. This fact illustrates the usefulness of our core formalization 
for conducting the RBD analysis of virtualization configurations using a theorem prover. Table 4 reports on 
the effort involved in the verification of Theorems 1–8 in terms of HOL4 proof script lines and man-hours 
consumed.

The distinguishing feature of the formally verified Theorems 6, 7 and 8, compared to the traditional 
reliability analysis of the VDC [23,30], include its generic nature and guaranteed correctness. The reliability 
analysis is conducted for an n-stage VDC and all variables are universally quantified and thus can be 
specialized to obtain the reliability of any VDC and virtualization configuration in a VDC for any given 
failure rates. This fact is quite evident in Theorem 9, which utilizes Theorem 8, to provide a reliability 
analysis of a VDC consisting of only 3 clusters, 2 network modules, 2 cloud servers and 3 virtual machines. 
The correctness of our results is guaranteed thanks to the involvement of a sound theorem prover in their 
verification, which ensures that all required assumptions for the validity of the results are accompanying 
the theorem. Unlike the work presented in [23,30], the formally verified reliability results in Theorems 6–9
are sound and obtained through rigorous reasoning process during the mechanization of their proofs. To 
the best of our knowledge, the above-mentioned benefits are not shared by any other computer-based VDC 
reliability analysis approach.

Table 4
Verification detail for each theorem.

Formalized theorems Proof lines Man-hours
Theorem 1 (Series RBD) 90 10
Theorem 2 (Parallel RBD) 775 88
Theorem 3 (Parallel-Series RBD) 766 90
Theorem 4 (Series-Parallel RBD) 460 55
Theorem 5 (Nested Series-Parallel RBD) 1150 131
Theorem 6 (Virtualization Configuration) 297 20
Theorem 7 (Inequality Bounds) 253 13
Theorems 8 and 9 (Virtual Data Centers) 992 50
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8. Conclusions

The accuracy of reliability analysis of engineering systems has become a dire need these days due to their 
extensive use in safety-critical applications, where an incorrect reliability estimate may lead to disastrous 
situations including the loss of lives [7,13]. In this paper, we presented a higher-order logic formalization of 
commonly used RBD configurations, namely, series, parallel, parallel-series and series-parallel, and also a 
nested series-parallel RBD to facilitate the formal reliability analysis of safety-critical systems within the 
sound environment of a theorem prover. In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we 
analyzed the reliability of a Virtual Data Center. The generic nature and soundness of our analysis were 
found to be the distinguishing features. Building upon the results presented in this paper, the formalization 
of other commonly used RBDs, including series-parallel and K-out-of-N, and the Weibull random variable 
is underway. Besides these foundational developments, we also plan to conduct some extensive case studies 
involving some mechanical systems, such as oil and gas pipelines and automobiles.

To facilitate the utilization of our proposed approach, we plan to build a GUI that can be used to capture 
any RBD model, like the Virtual Data Center RBD, from the user and return the formally-verified reliability 
expression, by using the HOL4 theorem prover that is running seamlessly beneath this GUI, of the given 
system. This would bring great benefits to non-HOL users, like industrial reliability engineers, in many 
respects. For instance, it can be used to certify the results estimated by the design engineers or provide 
essential feedback at the design stage to correct this estimated result, which are traditionally either obtained 
through manual manipulation or computer simulation.
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